
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 
PUBLIC MEETING MINUTES 
March 28,2022

CALL TO ORDERI.

The Board of Zoning Appeals Public Meeting was called to order at 6:02 P.M. by Chairman 
Tom Kouros at the Schererville Town Hall, 10 E. Joliet St.

A. Pledge of Allegiance

The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.

B. Roll Call

Roll Call was taken with the following members present: Chairman Tom Kouros, 
Secretary Rick Calinski, and Mr. William Jarvis. Absent were Mr. Eric Kundich and 
Vice-Chairman Michael Davis. Staff present: Town Manager Robert Volkmann, 
Director of Operations James Gorman, Planning Coordinator/Office Manager Denise 
Sulek, Recording Secretary Norma Hollingsworth Rico, Attorney Alfredo Estrada, and 
Councilmen Tom Schmitt and Caleb Johnson.

C. Approve Minutes of the Board of Zoning Appeals Meeting of February 28, 2022

Mr. Jarvis made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Calinski and carried 
3-0.

II. PUBLIC ACTION AND PUBLIC HEARINGS

A. B.Z.A. Case #22-3-5 7715 W. Lincoln Hwy. 
(Proposed: Motorsport Auto Finance, Inc.)

General Location: 7715 W. Lincoln Hwy. - Holmes Addition

Petitioner(s): Motorsport Auto Finance, Inc. & Sand Alahmad

Request; Variance of use as required by Ordinance No. 1797, Title XVI, Section 4, 
Paragraph C (2), xxiii

Purpose: To allow a used car lot to continue as an existing used car sale lot under a new 
owner and lease, Motorsport Finance, Inc.

Chairman Kouros asked Attorney Estrada if the Proofs of Publication were in order. 
Attorney Estrada stated that just for the record they are in order; but that it required an 
explanation on what they submitted. Attorney Estrada said that they properly submitted 
certified mailings to all on the list from the Assessor's Office of all the certified residents 
within 300" of the properties, and that is not an issue.

Attorney Estrada explained that the publication through the Chicago Tribune on matters 
A and B were timely filed and published on March 28, 2022, for each address 7715 and 
7725 W. Lincoln Hwy., items A and B on the Agenda. Attorney Estrada stated that on 
March 18, the Petitioner published within the Times newspaper a publish that was all 
complete and accurate except for the names of Chairman Kouros and Secretary Calinski 
within the publication. Attorney Estrada added that they corrected that action on March 
19, and it was published a second time in the Times newspaper; and although it is not 
one-hundred percent correct, it has sufficiently met the notice requirements under Indiana 
Law. Chairman Kouros asked if they could continue the Public Hearing; and Attorney 
Estrada replied they may.

Attorney Adam Sworden from Sworden Law Offices located at 450 Vale Park Road, 
Valparaiso, represented the Petitioner. Attorney Sworden stated that the Petitioner is an 
affiliated entity of Northwest Auto Finance that appeared before the Board last year; and 
has the site at 1212 U.S. 30 which was approved here; and that they are just finishing up



the improvements for that site and spent considerable cost. Attorney Sworden further 
stated that when this site became available, given the success that they’ve had at their 
current location, and the fact that this one out of all their locations is a better site for 
ingress and egress and setup for number of cars, they jumped at the opportunity to 
assume the lease of the outgoing used automotive tenant.

Attorney Sworden explained that they are going to be a tenant at this location for no less 
than two years like the other site, and they are here before you tonight because of the 
name change to Motorsport Auto Finance. Attorney Sworden pointed out the exhibit in 
their packet which shows what their logo will look like and it will supplant the pole sign 
and also the sign that is on the main building at the 7725 location where the main office 
was at for the House of Cars. Attorney Sworden said that based on the ordinance, there 
doesn’t seem to be any need to changer any landscaping, and they are already behind the 
bollards there along the right-of-way so we don’t have the issues like we had at the 
previous site for ingress and egress and curb cuts that had been vacated.

Attorney Sworden said that the proposal is essentially continuing the same use, but under 
a new entity, a new ownership and a sign change. Attorney Sworden explained that the 
two exhibits include the sign exhibit for the new business that will be going in; and then a 
slightly dated street view showing the tenant House of Cars that was in there prior. 
Attorney Sworden said that the House of Cars had some yellow signs which help with the 
ease of review, and that they had a pole sign on the east side of the property on the two 
parcels, and then the main sign that is over the awning on the main building. Mr. 
Sworden said that is where that new logo and signage will go; and that the color scheme 
that was selected for this is similar to the current signage for the House of Cars.

Chairman Kouros opened the matter to the floor. There being no comments or questions 
from the floor, the matter was returned to the Board. Mr. Jarvis said that there is an 
automotive repair shop in either 7715 or 7725. Attorney Sworden replied that 7725 is 
actually on the west side where the main building is with the awning; and that the prior 
tenant may have been doing some automotive repair there, but that his tenants do not do 
any type of automotive repair. Attorney Sworden added that his tenants take those cars 
out into the local community and use those local businesses for doing any type of repair. 
Mr. Jarvis asked for confirmation that 7725 is the side that has the automotive repair. 
Attorney Sworden replied that he does not know; but that there are a couple of buildings 
on the 7715 parcel, and that whenever House of Cars came in the with current owner of 
the property which is subject to the lease that his folks are assuming, there was some 
commentary on the two buildings on that other parcel. Attorney Sworden added that his 
folks are not leasing that space. Ms. Sandy Alahmad said that she thought Mr. Jarvis was 
referring to the mechanic on the 7715 side which is being rented. Mr. Jarvis said he 
thought the gentleman's name was Pete and the building sits back and that he has been 
there for years. Ms. Alahmad replied yes and that it is being leased separately.

Attorney Sworden said that the reason for having to do the application on the other parcel 
is because they will be using the parking lot that transcends both parcels, and that the use 
when they get into the other application, is really just for that front parking lot. Mr.
Jarvis said that the other thing about 7715 is that for him to get to the building he leases, 
he has to go through your parking lot. Attorney Sworden said yes, and that they have a 
drive area there between where the parking lot is for going to those back buildings; and 
that one is used by him, and the other is used by the owner for storage. Mr. Jarvis said 
that will still be used and asked if there is an easement to get back there. Attorney 
Sworden replied he believe so; and that there are some conditions in the lease about that 
access, because the owner has reserved rights for the closer of the two buildings on that 
site for access. Mr. Jarvis said it is the east entrance. Attorney Sworden replied correct; 
but that he didn’t know if it was a formal access easement between them which wouldn’t 
make sense because it is a common ownership and you cannot give an easement to 
yourself, but that he knows it is covered in the lease provisions.

Mr. Jarvis said that there are issues with this property; and added that they did a great job 
on the property on U.S. 30 and Janice Dr., and he hopes they finish the front. Attorney 
Sworden said it is scheduled, but apparently they ran out of what they were planting. Mr. 
Jarvis said that it isn’t an issue he can bring up tonight anyway.



Mr. Jarvis said that there are a lot of abandoned cars with missing windows on the 
property at 7715 in the back, and that the weeds are way overgrown, and asked what 
would happen with that. Attorney Sworden replied that to his knowledge, those are not 
his client's, and that he didn’t know if that was the owners or part of the repair business 
in that back building. Attorney Sworden said if it is something they can try to address 
from the standpoint of them operating a business there, they can try to bring it up with the 
property owner. Attorney Sworden reiterated that the only thing his clients are doing 
with that site is in that parking area at the front.

Mr. Jarvis said as it stands, it is not appealing at all with the abandoned vehicles and 
weeds, and it hasn’t been maintained. Mr. Jarvis said that both previous Petitioners said 
that they would clean all of that up, and it hasn’t happened yet. Mr. Jarvis said that he 
would be more encouraged if he saw the plan that would make this look better and be 
taken care of and maintained in the future. Mr. Jarvis added that they brought the Board 
a good plan on the last one; but that with this one, he didn’t see anything good. Mr. 
Jarvis further stated that he was not encouraged to even consider this. Attorney Sworden 
asked if that was just for the 7715 site or for both. Mr. Jarvis said there were vehicles in 
the back on both sites from what he remembers.

Mr. Jarvis said staying on point with the 7715 Petition, it needs some dressing up, and 
that he doesn't know how they would do well, and that the last Petitioner failed because 
Mr. Jarvis feels that the people in Schererville are not going to do business at a location 
like this. Attorney Sworden said that he cannot speak to what the lease arrangements are 
for the gentleman that is doing the automotive repair; but that he knows that the owner 
has control of the building that is kind of in the middle of that site. Attorney Sworden 
said that their lease is subject to approvals here tonight so if there is going to be a 
condition placed on that, all he can do is go back to the owner and make 
recommendations for moving forward with them to clean up the property as a whole so 
that his folks can operate.

Mr. Jarvis said that his feeling is that he would rather see it planned first, and asked Mr. 
Volkmann if that was okay to require that. Mr. Volkmann replied that they can put 
conditions on this. Ms. Alahmad stated that she knows what Mr. Jarvis is talking about, 
and that she can address the landlord to see what exactly will be done, but that she wasn’t 
sure if they belonged to the mechanic or if they are just there. Ms. Alahmad said that if 
they are just there, she doesn’t want any of that; and that at Northwest they do not leave 
cars anywhere or any junk, and that they feel the same way. Ms. Alahmad said if those 
cars are just junk, she will make sure to talk to the landlord to be clear of what is in the 
back, because it scares her too. Ms. Alahmad said that she wants to have a lot of lights 
and to be able to see everything. Mr. Jarvis said that there will be rodents and snakes and 
who knows what else because it is all overgrown back there. Ms. Alahmad agreed and 
said she will address this and find out whether the cars belong to the mechanic or the 
landlord. Mr. Jarvis said regardless of whomever it is, they are still bringing this plan 
before the Board; and that as it stands, it is unacceptable. Ms. Alahmad said that is fine 
and that she doesn't want a problem.

Chairman Kouros asked for clarification as to whether she owned both of the buildings. 
Ms. Alahmad explained that she is not the owner, and that she was leasing and just the 
7725 building was where they are doing business. Ms. Alahmad added that the lease was 
for two addresses; but that she was not using the 7715 building and only the lot if they 
needed to put some cars in the front. Ms. Alahmad also said they may not use that space 
because they have enough space at the 7725.

Chairman Kouros asked Mr. Volkmann who owned 7715. Mr. Volkmann replied Mr. 
Don Lapore. Chairman Kouros referred to Mr. Jarvis’ question and if Mr. Lapore should 
be here if Ms. Alahmad cannot respond. Attorney Sworden said that they have Powers of 
Attorney to be here tonight for both sites. Attorney Sworden added that it is in the 
purview of their lease being for just that parking area that transcends over to 7715. 
Chairman Kouros said that his question is that if we stipulate all of these conditions, the 
tenant can say that they aren’t doing this. Attorney Estrada said what might be helpful in 
clarifying this is to review the extent of that Power of Attorney. Attorney Estrada said 
that we would want to review that Power of Attorney to see if it gave the tenant the right 
to agree to those conditions. Attorney Estrada added that the Board can set conditions



and if they don’t comply, we can revoke the variance. Attorney Estrada said that if their 
Power of Attorney is simply limited to present here today for the purposes of getting a 
variance, we will have to see the limits of that. Attorney Estrada added that he doubts 
that the Power of Attorney gives them the power to agree to destroy personal property of 
the owner of the lot. Attorney Estrada said that Chairman Kouros' question is a valid 
question whether the owner should be here or at least give the Petitioner the power to 
make those representations. Chairman Kouros asked if we are confident that the Power 
of Attorney is in order. Attorney Estrada said that he hasn’t seen it.

Mr. Jarvis said he feels we are premature on this without any kind of plan of what 
improvements are going to be made and what it is going to look like. Mr. Jarvis added 
that he is aware he is acting like Plan Commission at this point. Ms. Alahmad stated that 
she knows there isn’t a plan being presented; but that she knows for sure that the Board 
will see lots of improvements. Ms. Alahmad added that the other owner failed and why 
they did. Ms. Alahmad said that at Northwest, they are doing well, and that they get the 
right cars and take care of everything. Ms. Alahmad added that she is the one that 
manages Northwest and she will be managing this site as well exactly the same way. Mr. 
Jarvis replied that he understands, and thinks that she did a great job; but that they have 
nothing in front of them as to what they will do here.

Mr. James Gorman stated that this needs to go in front of the Plan Commission anyway 
since it is in the Overlay District, but that this is here for the use. Mr. Jarvis said he 
knows that we was overstepping. Mr. James Gorman said that they will see a plan when 
it goes in front of the Plan Commission. Ms. Alahmad said it is okay for them to do a 
plan. Mr. Jarvis said that Mr. James Gorman is saying that this is coming in front of the 
Plan Commission, so we can take that part of this and decide at that point; and that we 
have to address what is in front of them tonight. Ms. Alahmad said that she wants to 
clarify that as far as 7715, if they do use 7715, they will only be using the front part of the 
lot where she will park the cars; that the building in the back is not hers, nor is the 
mechanic in the back; and that she cannot do anything with that. Ms. Alahmad added 
that the building at 7725 will be occupied most of the time.

Mr. Jarvis said that Mr. Kouros and he are both Plan Commission members, and that this 
is the last time he will address this. Mr. Jarvis said that they are sending them a signal 
that when it comes up to that, they may want to get their ducks in a row.

Attorney Estrada said that after a review of the Power of Attorney, it provides Sandy 
Alahmad Fathi and Motorsport Auto Finance, and their attorney, Power of Attorney to 
obtain special use and represent the owner’s interest in obtaining that. Attorney Estrada 
said that if they want to agree to any conditions, it will be their issue. Chairman Kouros 
stated that before them tonight they are just establishing if they want to continue the use 
of the subject lot, and then at Plan Commission they can address Mr. Jarvis’ concerns. 
Attorney Estrada said that they can address those here too, and that this board has the 
ability to place conditions upon the granting of the Use Variance. Attorney Estrada 
added that the Town Council is going to review your recommendation of the Use 
Variance for each address as well. Attorney Estrada said that this Board will make a 
favorable, unfavorable or no recommendation, and they can place conditions. Attorney 
Estrada said at the Plan Commission level, there will be another review of the site and 
that might be another time where the Town or the Board can review the Petitioner’s 
Petition to apply other conditions or similar conditions to assure that the issues that the 
town has will be addressed.

Mr. Calinski asked Attorney Estrada that if there were a condition of an improved 
landscaping plan, it would be subject to approval at the Plan Commission level, and if 
that would be something they would do anyway or would it be an unceremonious thing to 
do here today. Attorney Estrada replied yes and no. Attorney Estrada said that he didn’t 
know if landscaping was the issue here today; but if that’s what this Board wants to do, 
they have more than enough power to do that. Attorney Estrada said that what the 
concern is not the conditions you place, it is whether they have the authority and power to 
agree to those conditions or commit to those conditions because the personal property 
(the cars) on the real property is not theirs. Attorney Estrada added that maybe the owner 
of the real property would have some jurisdiction of the weeds and whatnot back there, 
but we just don’t know what he is going to do with that which is the overriding issue.



Attorney Estrada said that the question hasn’t been asked the Petitioner of whether they 
have the authority to commit to removing those cars if that is a condition placed upon the 
approval.

Chairman Kouros said that we’ve established that the 7715 address is Pete in the back; 
and that 7715 is not a used car sale lot, but seems like it is a repair shop. Chairman 
Kouros asked if that played a role in this. Attorney Estrada replied that the Variance is 
still attached to that property, so the Board would be within their realm or jurisdiction to 
attach conditions to the lot. Attorney Estrada said it just makes it more difficult because 
now what we understand is that there is the owner, and there is another individual or 
entity that is leasing along with this Petitioner. Attorney Estrada said that if the cars are 
not the owners and are the mechanics, we have another issue.

Chairman Kouros asked if there were a reason that the owner couldn't be here tonight. 
Attorney Sworden said he knows of no reason other than they gave them the authority to 
come in for purposes of what the lease currently is for both locations to get the approval 
because the lease is subject to approval for the use before the Board tonight. Attorney 
Sworden said that from his standpoint, we cannot go and impact the other businesses that 
are there. Attorney Sworden said that he didn’t see any reason why for an approval, if 
they place conditions that those things have to be addressed within the scope of our 
authority to get that approval, it is just that they won’t allow us to get that done in some 
mechanics and working through the legalities of different tenants that are there; then 
obviously, we don’t move forward even with an approval, because we cannot resolve 
those conditions that they would impose tonight for making a favorable recommendation.

Chairman Kouros asked if there were any other questions or a Course of Action.
Mr. Jarvis made a motion to defer B.Z.A. Case #22-3-5 until the next scheduled B.Z.A. 
meeting to get some details of the plans to find out what the actions of the owner are 
going to be regarding the items he has addressed tonight. Mr. Jarvis asked Attorney 
Estrada if that was enough because he wants to know whether those cars would be 
removed or not, when the painting will be done, and what cleanup. Attorney Estrada said 
that he thinks what Mr. Jarvis is asking for is a motion to continue to allow for more 
evidence to be put into the record regarding the maintenance of the property, specifically 
towards the rear of the property. Mr. Jarvis said that he wants to know who will be in 
charge of fixing this when you ask them if they are willing to do the stipulations that are 
put in place. This was seconded by Mr. Calinski

Chairman Kouros acknowledged Attorney Sworden’s request to speak. Attorney 
Sworden said that he knows this is getting into 7725; and that 7725 will be in their full 
control because of the way that property is configured for the use being a primary 
building. Attorney Sworden said that from his standpoint, he doesn’t have an issue with 
them continuing that and trying to get clarification on what exactly needs to be done over 
there as far as it pertains to the other tenants. Attorney Sworden said for him to have a 
fruitful conversation with the owner and possibly the other tenants that are there; other 
than removing the van and cars and maintaining the planted areas, regardless of where 
they are at between the two parcels, if that was all they were trying to accomplish. Mr. 
Jarvis replied that the Board is asking for specifics of what he is asking for: Clean the 
property up, painting, making the lot look better, the cars being removed, any damaged 
cars with the windows knocked down being removed or done something with other than 
being hidden in the back, provide landscaping to make it better looking, and just make it 
pretty. Mr. Jarvis said that as it is, it is unacceptable.

Attorney Sworden said to that point, if they are able to actually get that accomplished for 
the next hearing between the owner and the other tenants to get those things removed, if 
it would have an impact on the site plan aspect to this. Attorney Sworden added that he 
doesn’t want to come back in and suggest that they will try to screen off another tenant 
there that will need visibility for his business, because he didn’t want to get into those 
types of issues. Mr. Jarvis said that he will have to speak for the landlord; and that the 
property in the back impacts this. Mr. Jarvis said he knows they are only going to use the 
front lot to put cars on, but that has always been the case with every Petitioner that has 
been here. Mr. Jarvis said that the last two Petitioners guaranteed us that this would be 
done and that would be done, and none of it ever happened. Mr. Jarvis added that he was 
not encouraged to grant any approvals at this point until he sees a plan.



Chairman Kouros asked if there were any other discussion. Chairman Kouros said that 
there is a motion made by Mr. Jarvis and seconded by Mr. Calinski to defer this matter 
and asked Mr. Calinski to take a roll-call vote which carried 3-0.

B. B.Z.A. Case #22-3-6 7725 W. Lincoln Hwy. 
(Proposed: Motorsport Auto Finance, Inc.)

General Location: 7725 W. Lincoln Hwy. - Lincoln Parkway Acres, Lot 7

Petitioner(s): Motorsport Auto Finance, Inc. & Sandy Alahmad

Request; Variance of Use as required by Ordinance No. 1797, Title XVI, Section 4, 
Paragraph C (2), xxiii

Purpose: To allow a used car lot to continue as an existing used car sale lot under a 
new owner and lease, Motorsport Finance, Inc.

Chairman Kouros opened the matter to the floor. There being no questions or comments, 
the matter was returned to the Board.

Attorney Estrada pointed out that the Proofs of Publications were in order with the same 
stipulations and comments as 7715.

Mr. Jarvis made a motion to defer B.Z.A. Case #22-3-6 to the next scheduled B.Z.A. 
meeting which was seconded by Mr. Calinski and carried 3-0.

C. B.Z.A. Case #22-3-7 2238 U.S. 41 - (Proposed: Dealers Choice Cars Two)

General Location: 2238 U.S. 41 - Hjertquist Addition, Lot 2

Petitioner(s): Dealers Choice Cars Two/Chris Engelbrecht

Request; Variance of Use as required by Ordinance No. 1797, Title XVI, Section 5, 
Paragraph C (3)

Purpose: To allow a used car sales lot to be operated within the U.S. 41 Commercial 
Corridor Overlay District

Chairman Kouros confirmed with Attorney Estrada that the Proofs of Publication were in 
order. Mrs. Elizabeth Engelbrecht stated that she was here tonight with her husband Mr. 
Chris Engelbrecht and their daughter Lisa Stephan; and that the owners of the property 
were also in attendance. Mrs. Engelbrecht explained that they have owned Dealers 
Choice Cars in northwest Indiana for thirty years and that they employ their daughter and 
nephew. Mrs. Engelbrecht pointed out that their daughter started working when she was 
twelve years old washing cars; and that she is now forty-two and their office manager.

Mrs. Engelbrecht said that recently, their landlord informed them that they would not be 
renewing their lease as he was expanding his business onto the property that they were 
leasing; and that they had to vacate the property by Friday April 1. Mrs. Engelbrecht 
stated that the location at 2238 U.S. 41 would allow them to continue to be a successful 
family business and give them the opportunity to increase their revenue because of 
everything the Town of Schererville has to offer. Mrs. Engelbrecht pointed out that for 
the last forty years, this location has been a used car lot, but that it has been vacant for 
several years.

Mrs. Engelbrecht said that this location is ideal for them because they would be able to 
open for business immediately upon approval. Mrs. Engelbrecht said that the majority of 
their customers are repeat customers, and that they are confident they would follow them 
to the new location. Mrs. Engelbrecht said that they have been residents of Schererville 
for over twenty years; and that this town feels like home and said that they would be 
thrilled to be part of the community again. Mrs. Engelbrecht said that if this variance is 
not granted, more than likely, they will be forced to close their business which is



something they are not financially or emotionally prepared for; and asked the Board to 
consider granting this variance.

Chairman Kouros read correspondence from Mr. and Mrs. Chris Engelbrecht stating that 
they have been in business for thirty years in northwest Indiana, and that they specialize 
in locally owned late model cars, pickup trucks, and SUVs. The letter further states that 
the intend to move from their current location in Highland to the subject property; and 
that their hours of operation will be Monday through Friday from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 
in the winter, and 9:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. the rest of the year, and Saturdays from 9:00 
A.M. to 5:00 P.M.; and that they have two part time employees, their daughter and 
nephew.

Chairman Kouros opened the matter to the floor. There being no questions or comments, 
the matter was referred to the Board. Mr. Jarvis asked if there were an auto repair shop 
behind this property and if they were purchasing the property. Mrs. Engelbrecht replied 
yes that there is an auto repair shop behind, and that they are not purchasing the property. 
Mrs. Engelbrecht said they would only be leasing the front, and that the owner of the 
property is Quest Auto Service Center.

Mr. Jarvis asked how much parking Quest had. Mrs. Engelbrecht replied approximately 
fourteen spaces. Mr. Jarvis stated that the survey doesn’t show any parking on Lot 2 in 
the back. Mrs. Engelbrecht replied that she was instructed to only draw on the portion of 
the property that they would be parking their cars, and was unaware the Board would 
want to see the other side. Mr. Jarvis said he was trying to figure out if Quest was 
parking their cars up on the front of the lot, and whether he would be taking over the 
Dealer’s Choice spot. The owner of Quest was in the audience, and Mrs. Engelbrecht 
asked if he should come up to the microphone. Mr. Jarvis said no, and that he was 
currently only addressing her. Mrs. Engelbrecht said that the Quest owner told them that 
the front part of the lot would just be Dealer’s Choice cars. Mr. Jarvis asked for 
confirmation that he would not be parking any cars in the front. Mrs. Engelbrecht replied 
that he will not be once they sign their lease.

Mr. Jarvis asked if there would be any improvements made to the building itself. Mrs. 
Engelbrecht replied that all they plan on doing is replacing the awning which is currently 
falling down. Mrs. Engelbrecht added that it would be about $4,000 to put a new awning 
up. Mr. Jarvis asked if there would be any painting. Mrs. Engelbrecht replied just 
interior painting and carpet replacement.

Mr. Calinski asked if there would be any upgrades to the parking lot such as seal coating 
and striping. Mrs. Engelbrecht said they would if it is required, but that they had not 
planned on doing that and added that it is sealed right now but not striped.

Chairman Kouros asked for confirmation that this was leased before to Hjertquist, and 
then they left and that the Engelbrechts would just be taking over their spot. Mrs. 
Engelbrecht was not sure who leased it prior. Mrs. Jana Petrovich from 10208 Royal Ct., 
Munster, the current owner, stated that Hjertquist owned the entire property and that it 
used to be an auto repair shop in the back and a used car lot in the front. Mrs. Petrovich 
stated that they used to lease the property in the back, but recently purchased the entire 
property and own Quest. Chairman Kouros asked what term of lease they were prepared 
to sign. Mrs. Engelbrecht replied a two-year lease.

Mr. Jarvis asked when the lot stopped operating as used car sales. Mrs. Engelbrecht said 
she hadn’t been able to find that out, but that it has been several years since it has been 
vacant. Mrs. Petrovich replied that the prior car lot moved out three or four years ago. 
Mr. Jarvis asked Mr. Volkmann if the property had lost its use as a car lot. Mr. 
Volkmann replied yes.

Mr. Jarvis made a motion for an unfavorable recommendation to the Town Council for 
B.Z.A. Case #22-3-7 due to the fact that no hardship was shown, and that the property 
values of the adjoining property would be impacted by this property. This was seconded 
by Mr. Calinski.



Mrs. Engelbrecht requested and was granted permission to address the Board again, and 
stated that she believed that the owner of the property was going to talk about the 
hardship for them. Mrs. Engelbrecht added that since the owners purchased this property, 
they assumed they would be able to lease this out; and that there is a huge house on the 
property that cannot be used for residential, and that it is zoned for commercial use. Mrs. 
Engelbrecht reiterated that it would be a hardship for the owners if they cannot lease out 
the front of the property.

Chairman Kouros said if this building continues to be vacant, and then asked Attorney 
Estrada what happens if it is a 2-1 vote. Attorney Estrada replied that if is a 2-1 vote, 
there is no majority and would not go to the Council on whatever the motion is. Attorney 
Estrada explained that you need a majority for this Board to act, and that the majority of 
this Board is three. Attorney Estrada said that today we would need a 3-0 vote for any 
final action to be taken.

Mr. Calinski asked Attorney Estrada if with a 2-1 vote it would go to Town Council with 
no action. Attorney Estrada replied that is not correct. Attorney Estrada said that it 
depends if another motion is proposed, and that if the unfavorable recommendation 
doesn’t pass, we can try a favorable recommendation to see if that passes; and if that 
doesn’t pass, the Board can try a no recommendation and vote to see if that passes. Mr. 
Calinski said just for clarification, even if unfavorable at this body, it is the Council’s 
final decision to make. Attorney Estrada replied absolutely.

Chairman Kouros stated that there is a motion by Mr. Jarvis for an unfavorable 
recommendation, seconded by Mr. Calinski and asked for the vote to be taken. The vote 
was taken at 2-1 with Chairman Kouros voting no. Chainnan Kouros stated that the 
motion fails, and asked for a second motion. Chairman Kouros asked Attorney Estrada to 
walk through the procedure if there is no second motion. Attorney Estrada said that if 
there is no second motion as to favorable or no recommendation, the Board can move to 
defer; and that if it doesn’t do that, then the Petition is failed.

Chairman Kouros asked for a second motion. Mr. Jarvis made a motion for no 
recommendation to the Town Council which was seconded by Mr. Calinski and carried 
3-0.

III. COMMISSION BUSINESS

A. Findings of Fact:

1. B.Z.A. Case #22-2-3 500 E Joliet St. - (Scherwood Park Sign)
Petitioner(s) Town of Schererville - Robert Volkmann, Town Manager 
Variance of Use as required by Ordinance No. 1797, Title XVI, Section 6,
Paragraph J - To allow a 42.6 S.F. Illuminated/Digital Monument Sign placed within 
the Joliet Overlay District

FAVORABLE RECOMMENDATION TO T.C. (4-0) 2/28/22 
Mr. Jarvis made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Calinski and 
carried 3-0.

2. B.Z.A. Case #22-2-4 1301 U.S. 41-Napleton Nissan 
Petitioner(s): Steindler Signs & Graphix - Tom Steindler
Developmental Variance as required by Ordinance No. 1797, Title XIX, Section 6, 
Paragraph D (1) ii - To allow the removal of an existing free-standing sign and 
replace with an 18’ 10"H X 5’9” W free-standing sign

APPROVED (4-0) 2/28/22
Mr. Calinski made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Jarvis and 
carried 3-0.

IV. ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:00 P.M.



Respectfully Submitted:

Rick Calinski, Secretary


